SG+G Panel Meetin~ of NWTRB
Las Vegas. NV 9/15/92
Good Morning. In my talk this moming I would like to bring you
up to date on our volcanic hazard work in the US(3S, as it relates to the
suitibility of the Yucca Mountain Repository. I nay%completed all
laboratory w o r k ~ l a ~ o n post-Miocene basalt centers near the NNTS and
can relate those results. In addition, I will discuss some new paleomagnetic
work at Sunset Crater Arizona, and at Hidden Cone, NW of Beatty, which
has precipitated some geologic reevaluation. I will also use the
paleomagnetic data we have generated to evaluate two models of episodic
behavior that have been presented for the million year old centers of
Crater Flat and for Lathrop Wells. (I will finish with a discussion i l g - ~
of the characteristicl~ of t h e ~ - I ~ i . , ~ J
~ ~ S E
flank of the
Lathrop Wells cone.
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By the end of my talk I will show that the paleomagnetic data still fails to
find the signature of time in the remanent directions recorded in these
basaltic centers, signifying the misleading nature of the polycyclic model.

John Geissman explained yesterday the paleomagnetic analysis that is
useful to the study of these volcanoes, so I won't repeat much except the
basics for those who might not have been here. Paleomagnetists collect
samples in volcanic units to ascertain the inclination and declination values
" ~ 4~,~,-~-.
c"
recorded in those units. The technology is 30 years old and very robust •Wl°tg'~"
--S-ot,,,,.,~
(Hawaiian SV) Records of the directional change thru time, such as this
from Hawaii for the last 3000 years document the rapid,.4
e,~-u.~e.~lcsaegmingly
random nature of this geomagnetic secular variatio'n.a-.~_77 western USA
directions)
.
.
. If . you lack detailed time control then you can still collect 7' .'* ~. , f2 ~,,,~'
. . ~, ?.~_.9.4.
directions of magnetmat]on, and not be able to draw a path of variation ~t.@,.,-~,~, x d ~ . ~
.
o,~,., r ~ , ' ,
thru t l m e, but still exiamme the overall range of of the data. On thin
~ \ ~~-i ~ t ~. . ~ ~W
'-v''
dmgram d nave outlmeo the usual outer range ot secular variation as +25 °
of angular variation with this roughly triangular shape, which will appear
on several subsequent diagrams. (K=30 diagram) Theoretically,
paleomagnetism views the variation as circularly distributed and uses an
inverse measure of dispersion called kappa to describe the variation. Here
you can see that the distribution for kappa = 30, a good number for

dispersion due to secular variation, is clotted toward the center, as the real
data was in the previous slide, with 95% of directions expected within 30 °
of the mean direction.
As John explained yesterday, similarity of magnetic directions from
a number of volcanic units can be used as evidence that they might have
formed at the same time, while different directions are hard evidence that
the sampled units are not the same age. Polycyclic volcanism, which is
thought to manifest in eruptions at a volcanic cinder cone center that are
separated by up to 10,000's of years, should produce multiple magnetic
directions in the volcanic pile aggregated through time. Let's review the
basaltic centers of post-Miocene age and located near Yucca Mountain and
see what they record.
Basaltic Centers

We'll look at the centers oldest to youngest. (Thirsty Geology) A
recent reevaluation of the strati-orap~aic position of Thirsty Mountain has
suggested to Dave Sawyer, Bob FIeck and the other members oI tne~uut:
Weapons Project that the 8 Ma age associated with that shield volcano is
incorrect. They have embarked on a chemical and stratigraphic study
which is being assembled in manuscript form now. (Thirsty K-Ar) Bob
Fleck, who by the way is here today, also has done 3 pairs of K-Ar ages,
shown in this table, which document an age of 4.63 Ma for the shield.
(Thirsty directions) Mark Hudson of the Weapons Project and I have
collaborated on getting some paleomagnetic data from the S, W, N and
summit areas of the shield, and the mean directions are shown on this
diagram. They are reversed in polarity and all show SSE declinations and
moderate inclinations. Use of a statistic presented by Bogue and Coe to
evaluate the randomness of a population of magnetic directions suggests
only 1 chance in 100,000 that these five directions were randomly acquired
in time. So we can show that large volume basaltic eruptions have
occurred in the general vicinity of the repository site, long after the silicic
eruptions were finished, and that the duration of the eruption was short
compared to the rate of secular ~ i a t i o n . There is no hint of polycyclic
volcanism ir~the data. ~.----Z-~-_&--'~_':-_*-'-'z,.
.
-.J~
~ ~.'~o.. -+Q,-% "~.,~,a. Q 4 c ~ .

( SE 3.77 Ma flow distribution) No 15olycyclic model has been
presented for the relatively voluminous basalt eruptions in the SE corner of
Crater Flat which occurred at 3.77 Ma. Under the assumption that it may
be offered in the future, we have taken 6 sites in these lavas, including one
in the upfaulted block on the W side of Yucca Mtn. These lavas are eroded
and sometimes buried by alluvium, but good paleomagnetic sites were
found in vent and lava flow facies. (3.77 Ma directions) We find
reversed polarity in these sites, appropriate to the Gilbert Epoch, and again
we see well-grouped data, but this time close to the limit of usual secular
variation. By moving 10°-12 ° from the averageag reversed polarity
direction, the Bogue and Coe statistic begins to suggest powerful
correlations, with the odds of these 6 sites being a random draw of secular
variation at 1 part in 100 million.

(Buckboard Mesa geology) Buckboard Mesa with an age of 2.92
Ma is the next youngest basaltic center near Yucca Mountain, and it too is
relatively voluminous. It has been included or excluded from volcanic
hazard consideration, depending on who you read, so we felt compelled to
, ~ -~,--4-,
collect paleomagnetic data to evaluate its possibly polycyclic nature ~
fa~s*~(
( B u c k b o a r d directions) Three sites taken in S, central and N areas of .~.,o.,,:a~.t (..~-x/{
the flows all record a steep, westerly declined normal polarity direction, ~ ~.r_.~4"~.~.t~ ,~
appropriate to a time frame within the Gauss Epoch. These directions are ~
'
at or outside the usual range of secular variation, so althrough we have v,,,.qr,~¢e_./~'Yk,;,~
only 3 sites the odds they are random in time is only 3 parts in 100,000. ~o,~.,:-~,,',-,k,~,~*~,,
•
.
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Again we have evidence of a short duration eruption at Buckboard Mesa. ,fxo,s.~-...~'g~
One of our sites was taken in a flow located lust N of Danny Boy Crater, a "W~,°','~a'~-~ . ~
flow which was dmcussed at the last panel meeting as possibly locally
~
q~=k ~i~l~
vented and not from Scrue,ham Peak. The lava we sampled was oxiaizect
~ j~,~,~,u,~.
and vesiculated in a manner which suggests a flow of remobilized spatter,
though no obvious vent structures presented themselves. It's direction was
identical to those from the main flows, so it shares the same eruptive
episode, even if it is locally vented.
(1.1 Ma center distribution) If we jump to the western side of
Yucca Mountain, we find the next youngest basaltic centers, those of the

1.1 Ma vents on the floor of Crater Flat. There are 4 principal eruptive
centers, up to 12 krn apart, aligned in a gentle arcing trend to the NE, with
the northernmost vent at the W foot of Yucca Mtn. itself. Samples have
been taken in vent areas, from perched lava lakes, dikes and from lava flow
outcrops. Until recently no geologic maps for these centers have been
presented, but polycyclic models were suggested at the last meeting of this
panel based on satellitic scoria mound distribution and on a single
anomalously high K-Ar age from the northernmost center. (1.1 M a
directions) The directions of magnetization found from 20 sites in these
1.1 Ma centers have reversed polarity, with somewhat steep inclination
values, and they group well. By comparing the least common and most
common site directions, it is possible to bracket the range of probabilities
of randomness in this data, and they range from the 10 -16 to the 10 -34
level. A more conventional geologic model would suggest that the 4
different basaltic centers would each be monogenetic and independent
eruptive events. (1.1 M a directions by edifice) This plot shows the
mean directions for averages of individual sites at each center and
demonstrates once again the very strong grouping. They group so well
that there is only 4 chances in a million that they are randomly selected
from secular variation. Not only do we not have evidence of polycyclic
eruptions, but we also have evidence that the four 1.1 Ma centers share the
same age. ( K - A t 1.1 Ma age table) This paleomagnetic conclusion was
heralded by earlier conventional K-Ar dating, in that data from 26
extractions shows very similar age results for the four centers, and an
overall age of 1.04 Ma.

(Smith-geologic m a p of Red and Black cones) Geologic maps
of the Red Cone and Black Cone centers were recently presented at a
meeting of the A C N W on Quaternary dating and also in a journal article.
/~,A,
In the article on hazard probabilities, there was concern exr~ressed in----\],,--:~
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rega d to ascertaining epmod~clty within these 2 basaltic centers. I have ~,,.,,'~t~.~t.~., ~~ ex,,,~
shown our paleomagnetic site distribution on this ~eolo~ic base, and can s ~[.~".L~ ~_/L~
re p ort that four o f the indicated
. .
,.,
~
..~,Nr,~,vvolcanic units at each
center,
have at least , c-~v"¢~"t~'r-~.@
~
~ ~ 4.,; t . ~ . ' ~ " r ? . -~
one paleomagnetlc sxte m them. We have already seen that the directions of~,,,~4- ~, ~x--i"~
a a
were._
•
m e,netization are very zrouoed. There ~
onlv 6 chances in 1000 that "4~"*,-A!'l~.-~t~~*~d
the mean direction of Red Cone was different from Black Cone. The
~),d,~c~id~E~',la~.
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Bogue and Coy statistics on the mean directions calculated for each of the
four map units at each center are,3 parts in 10,000 for Black Cone and 3 ,~-'~", ' ~ , ~t~
parts in 100,000 for Red Cone. "~'here is little possibility that the new
__.~~]~stratigraphic units at Red and Black Cones are separate in time.~f-Care must ~ ~,~:¢~'-~.~
be taken in the volcanic hazard evaluation of the 1.1 Ma centers, when you d,~,~,x';~,'s_c~__
tally the number of eruptions. There are 4 is you are evaluating a spatial ~ , ' ~ ' 5 ~ . .
term, but only one if you are counting episodes in time.
" " "

(photo of Sleeping Butte cones) The two relatively low-volume
cinder cones located just NW of Thirsty Mtn are included within the NW
trending Crater Flat Volcanic Zone, though they are 47 km from the
repository site. What you see in this photo is Little Black Peak in the left
center, and Hidden Cone perched on the northern flank of the much older
and silicic Sleeping Butte. (Little Black Peak geology) Geologic maps
of these cones have recently been presented and I have shown the location
of my sites on that format. I have taken samples from the cones
themselves, shown in pink, (Hidden Cone geology) and from sites in
spatter, dikes and lava flows. Polycyclic eruption models, based on
detailed geomorphic and soils analyses, have been suggested for these cones
with episodes at about 285, 200, 100 and 10 ka.

(Sleeping Butte directions) The distribution of normal polarity
directions is again limited, although the color coding suggests that some
difference in direction exists between Hidden Cone and Little Black Peak.
(Sleeping Butte average directions) Looking at mean directions,
calculated from the individual site means for each cone, we find they have
a small 4.5 ° angular difference. Our randomness statistic suggests there is
only a 7% chance this difference has any significance in time. (K-At age
table) We can support the idea of a single essentially monogenetic
eruption episode, if we look at the existing K-Ar age data for samples from
the two cones, which Bob Fleck has averaged for me. With 14 extractions
from Little Black Peak, and 12 from Hidden Cone, a single episode at
353,000 years is indicated. The new 40Ar/39Ar age that Brent Turrin just
described also supports this age assignment. The paleomagnetic data
constraimthis episode to about a century of time.
Recent geologic work by Dave Sawyer and Bob Fleck of the DOE
Weapons Project has added to our understanding of the Hidden Cone

eruption story. They noted the existence of a flow to the N. of Hidden
Cone, not reported previously• (Airphoto of Hidden Cone) Th~s
airphoto, from BLM sources, shows this young flow with tongues reaching
off to the NW an~to the NE. (Hidden Cone new directions) Three
new paleomagnetic sites have been located in these northern flows and they
are shown in green here, against the backdrop of the red mean direction
for Little Black Peak and the Blue for Hidden Cone. What you should note
is that the new northern Hidden Cone sites agree better with the Little
Black Peak mean direction than they do with the previous sites from
Hidden Cone.
I have two interpretative choices. I can embrace these new
directions as a manifestation of dispersion within Hidden Cone and just
average them in with the other 6 sites. This will drastically reduce the
angular difference between the means of the two centers, and improve the
• C.o ~ o ~ . ' - ~ - a.
interpretation of a monogenetic ongm ! ~ ~otn centers. The interpretation
I prefer is that the northern Hidden Cone flows represent the same exact
episode as that which produced Little Black Peak, and that subsequent
eruptions emplaced the eastern flows at Hidden Cone. I say subsequent
because the site at the cone rim of Hidden Cone (and presumably one of the
last eruptive products) agrees with the eastern flow.
The grapevine has suggested that a high degree of resistence to the
discovery of these northern flows exists, tied to the thought that the 9 Ma
flows have been mistaken for the flows of Hidden Cone. (K-Ar age
table) This is analytically impossible, as the new 40Ar/39Ar age that
Brent reported is on these northern flows, and the older flows are very
well behaved with a range of ages between 9.~t'0and 9.~1 Ma for a
stratigraphy of 3 different basalts, sandwiched under, between, and over
the Pahute Mesa and Trail Ridge Tuffs. Confusion is impossible here. A
new geologic map of Hidden Cone is being prepared, the photogrammetry
is done and it is being inked. It will be released as either an Open-File
Report, or a d~4~-lnap in the future..
( L a t h r o p Wells geology) I won't dwell on the~ki~Lathrop Wells
data, which is now complete, except in quick review. This map shows the

location of the 26 sites taken in these flows and spatter deposits. There are
7 different eruptive units mapped here. (Turrin Geology) A
simplification of the map suggests there are two easily recognized units,
one older and mantled by cinders~and a younger f l o w ~ the east, shown in
green, which is unmantled by cinders. (Lathrop Wells directions)
These are the directions Of magnetization derived from Lathrop Wells
units. They are color coded by unit assignment, but cluster so strongly
they a~difficult to resolve. Little overall paleomagnetic variation is
indicated from these sites. (Lathrop Wells unit averages) When you
average by geologic unit, small angular differences emerge. We feel these
differences are real and require some 50-100 year duration for the Lathrop
Wells eruptions. If we assert these means are significantly independent in
time, we can limit that possibility to 1 part in 10,000.
(QI6 photo) As John Geissman pointed out yesterday, all is not
goodness and light in paleomagnetically sampling the Lathrop Wells center.
This photo shows the blocky outcrop of flow Ql6,)in the vicinity of the old. -~_ ~ [ ~ . ~ . ~,~
cribbing on the SW side of the center.X~ place~ a site in the biggest and
~x-~ "-~ ~) ~
deepest rooted blocks in this area, under the hope of obtaining a coherent--x-~ fJ_o.~,-~
result. (Ql6 directions) This hope was not realized as you can see by ~
o~.'~e-~. -~o~
these results and the very large circle of 95% confidence. Detailed
"~ co~t,k o,,,\'~
stepwise thermal demagnetization revealed no partial thermoremanence in
the samples, indicating this dispersion occurred in cold blocks jostling on
the surface of the flow. The overall result is not without some coherence,
with the mean direction clearly of viable normal polarity, but it is___~_utterly
useless to secular variation study. " - S ~
(~ti~,~
~xt,~. ~ ¢ ~ u - - ' ~ L c - r
Chew L a t h r b p Wells Geology) A new tripartate
chronostratigraphic framework for the Lathrop Wells center was presented g'/(-~" ~'4e ~'ar.
' l~k ~ ~, "
this spring, which grouped previously designated geologic units. They are
shown here, with the color coding of blue for the eldest, green for the
intermediate and most broadly distributed and red for the youngest unit,
essentially the cinder cone itself. It was incorrectly asserted that my
distribution of sites, shown on this figure, as blue and red dots, were
inadequate to evaluate possible time differences between the 3
chronostratigraphic units. ll'llS^lS untrue, with the possible exception of the

cone, for which I have only two sites of 43 samples total. (Lathrop
Wells I, II, III) I have reaveraged my sites in accord with the new
stratigraphic model, and they are shown here with the same color code as
the previous slide. The angular range of the Lathrop Wells data which
once was 4.5 ° has been reduced to 2 ° with a zigzag pattern of movement
--~e. L
through time. kf:l';he I3ogue and Coe statistic s u ~
there is-only one
- - "~.~.~t.v.vx~,
chance in 10,000 that these new chronostratigraphic units are random
~!~_,~ .0~,~
samples of secular variation. We prefer our original analysis, reported in ~ ' ~ . ~ ? ) ~ " .
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with
the. ldentfflcataon
of av " short time
break m
eruptions
at about ",- °'rtb ' ~ ~-- x~- ~, ~ , ,
125,000 years ago.
xt~'~"5
,,~
,l\ .~.,~,~,~ "-y'-- -(Pisgah and Amboy directions) We have studied other youthful
basaltic centers in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, such as those at Pisgah
and Amboy Craters. The pattern is now easily recognizable to you all.~l~a
~tme~ Both centers group well with the 3 steeply magnetized sites from
Pisgah nonrandom at one part in 10,000, and the 5 very shallow sites at
I~*,
Amboy nonrandom at 6 parts in 100 billion. --V~,.x~t cx,,aL ¢ ~
~o/~/c~/c ~ ' c ~ ~t-~s.
(Kelley geology) And just to show that others have produced the
same sort of paleomagnetic work from basaltic centers, we have John
Geissman and his students work at the Albuquerque volcanoes as an
excellent example. This geologic map by Vince Kelley shows vents in an
alignment at least 4 km long and flows broken into 8 geologic units.
Frankly, it looks like a wonderful candidate for polycyclic volcanism to
me. (Geissman directions) John's directions document extremely
unusual, but tightly grouped, directions for lava flows of Brunhes Epoch
age, a s ~ "~"*"
over 120 ° from the e xp e cted n orma1 po 1a rit y direction, here
shown by a star. My computer algorithm for the Bogue and Coe statistic
shows only 6 digits of information, and when I ran th~ Albuquerque
volcanoes data the answer came up as all zeros. I can^say for sure that the
probability of random acquisition of these 8 directions is less than 1 part in
10 -42. Other trials suggest the real number is less than 10 -300 power. I
think we know from this data that this center was formed during a quick
monogenetic event, and the polycyclic model is not indicated once again.
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